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Preface

The book has evolved from our own collective reflections on teaching future event 
professionals, and our constructive attitude to making mistakes and learning from 
these. Our inspiration for this approach stems from two oft cited quotes. First, that 
of Thomas Edison who noted that “there is great value in disaster”, which illustrates 
the importance of positivity and opportunity-seeking, after a fire destroyed much 
of his life’s work. Second, Henry Ford’s position that “the only real mistake is the 
one from which we learn nothing”, which highlights the critical importance of not 
just being positive, but of learning from mistakes. This offers a useful counterbal-
ance to any over-reliance on best practice exemplars. After all, it could be argued 
that learning from mistakes is the most fundamental type of learning we have 
all used, as we grow and develop. Therefore, this book aims to embrace this core 
ideology of ‘learning from failure’, and positions itself as being concerned with 
Events Mismanagement, as opposed to Events Management (of which there is an 
abundance of excellent books, articles, and papers). 

With an estimated economic value of over £70 billion in the UK, and hundreds 
of $billions worldwide annually, the stakes are incredibly high for the event indus-
try, and thus for event professionals to deliver high quality events. This is coupled 
with ever increasing consumer expectations, as event attendees’ demand quality 
experiences and value for money. Events professionals are therefore under intense 
pressure to continually exceed these expectations. Under this pressure, and with 
growing demand for more innovative events, failings can occur. Whilst many of 
these failings will be relatively minor in nature, far too many end catastrophically, 
often due to poor planning, lack of coordination or human failure. This book aims 
to help event professionals (both current and aspiring) to understand why this 
happens, and to reduce the likelihood of failure in the future.

Events Mismanagement is a unique text which examines events from a very dif-
ferent perspective – that of how and why events fail, and what we can learn from 
this, whether as academics or as practitioners. Currently there is limited scholar-
ship regarding the mismanagement of events, as the overwhelming extent of the 
literature focuses on the creation, design, planning, managing and evaluation of 
events. So, this book is designed to build knowledge, enhance management learn-
ing, and develop practitioner expertise. It does so through detailed discussions of 
case studies on event failures. 

Whilst the event industry has evolved rapidly in the last 30 years, with 
a subsequent growth of education and professionalism, event failings and 
mismanagement still occur. Case studies of event failures are often cited in the 
press, and we regularly witness headlines concerning ‘festival failures’, ‘concert 
catastrophes’ and ‘woeful winter wonder-lands’. These serve to implicate the 
industry as whole, irrespective of the fact that millions of events take place every 
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year without any serious hitches. Nonetheless, such high-profile event failures 
represent a significant learning opportunity for event professionals, academics, 
and students. Indeed, there is just as much to be learnt from systematic appraisals 
of the mismanagement of events, as there is from a traditional examination of the 
event management process. With that in mind, this book particularly considers:

 � Why events fail
 � What we can learn from failure 
 � How we can improve practice through learning about event failure 
 � How events can be safer 
 � How to reduce the chance of events failing.

This book has been written for events industry practitioners, and for lecturers 
and students on events management, hospitality, leisure management or tour-
ism management courses. Each chapter is designed to explore different aspects 
of how and why events fail, and what we can learn from these failures. The case 
studies represent a broad international mix, including examples from the United 
Kingdom, USA, Belgium, China, Malaysia, and Australia. 

We have ordered the chapters in broad relation to the Events Management 
Body of Knowledge (EMBOK) ‘Knowledge Domains’: Administration; Design; 
Marketing; Operations; and Risk. 

 � Administration – incorporating financial management, people (HR), informa-
tion and communications, procurement and resources, and stakeholders.

 � Design – encompassing the theme, style and typology of the event, program-
ming, and production management. 

 � Marketing – involving the marketing plan and channels, branding and image, 
public relations, sales, and sponsorship.

 � Operations – concerning the venue or event site, event logistics and infrastruc-
ture, technical management, and attendee management. 

 � Risk – comprising risk management, legal and regulatory requirements, 
health and safety, crisis, and emergency management.   
Each chapter provides a detailed explanation of a selected event failure case 

study, which is aligned to one or more of the domains. It then identifies what can 
be learned from the case study and suggests how this learning can be applied, in 
order to better manage future events. This structure offers a framework which can 
help academics and students relate the case studies to recognised event planning 
stages. This approach should be useful to event practitioners seeking insights into 
problems they may be facing at specific stages of the planning process. 

The first chapter, Learning from Events Mismanagement, examines the literature 
surrounding how managers learn from business mistakes as part of their devel-
opment. It also offers insights into the importance of how organizations develop 
mistake analysis processes, grounded in a no-blame, learning culture. This sets 
the scene for the ten-case study orientated chapters which follow. 
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Chapters 2 and 3 fit under the EMBOK ‘Administration’ domain, as both focus on 
the engagement of stakeholders which is critical to event delivery. 

 � Chapter 2, Stakeholder Mismanagement: Learning from failure at two major music 
festivals, provides insights from The Big Church Day Out and Shakedown 
events, exploring these case studies to identify key themes and best practice in 
stakeholder management for event professionals. 

 � Chapter 3, Managing Event Stakeholders: Expect the unexpected, explores two dif-
ferent examples of event stakeholder management from the service provider’s 
perspective, in order to consider how poor client relationships can lead to 
event management failure.  

Chapters 4 and 5 are aligned to the EMBOK ‘Design’ domain, as both focus on the 
overall event design, programme and planning. 

 � Chapter 4, Adding Fuel to the ‘Fyre’: leaving it late at Vestiville, examines the 
Belgian event’s failure to explore issues around event planning, project 
management, and communications, to critically evaluate the reasons for the 
festival’s failure and last-minute cancellation, thus providing valuable learn-
ing points. 

 � Chapter 5, Safety in Numbers: the challenges of managing free-to-attend events, 
investigates the under-researched free-to-attend events context, and the 
significant challenges these pose for event organizers and their host communi-
ties. The chapter explores the lessons learnt from two large scale community 
events in the UK.  

Chapters 6 and 7 are associated with the EMBOK ‘Marketing’ domain, as both 
focus on event marketing, sales and sponsorship. 

 � Chapter 6, VIP Hospitality Packages: Style over substance?, examines the role of 
the event professional in setting and managing event expectations through 
its communications and marketing, and its significance in terms of managing 
potential service and event failure. High profile event failures, such as Fyre 
Festival, are examined in the context of these expectations. 

 � Chapter 7, Don’t Believe the Hype: Concepts, causes, and effects of event mis-
marketing, investigates how and why event marketing efforts fail due to over-
promising but under-delivering, and the negative impact this can have on the 
event’s brand, on stakeholders associated with the event, and on the events 
industry more widely.  

Chapters 8 and 9 are aligned to the EMBOK ‘Operations’ domain, as both explore 
the event site, infrastructure, and attendee management.

 � Chapter 8, What a Waste! Stakeholder engagement and sports event waste manage-
ment: An analysis on operational efficiency, explores the SEA Games 2017 in 
Malaysia as a critical case study that failed to develop appropriate plans and 
infrastructure for successful event delivery. 
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 � Chapter 9, The Hope and Glory Festival: A festival of failure, studies the infamous 
Hope and Glory Festival and its late cancellation due to poor planning and 
management, and lack of appropriate event infrastructure, hampered by an 
indifferent festival director. 

Chapters 10 and 11 are linked to the EMBOK ‘Risk’ domain, as both focus on the 
risk management and health and safety aspects of delivering events effectively 
and safely for all stakeholders.

 � Chapter 10, Mishap in Macao: Unexpected accidents at motorsport events, highlights 
the pivotal role that risk management plays in mitigating potential failures in 
events. It examines the Macau Grand Prix (China) case study, in the context of 
risk management and communications failings at a major event. 

 � Chapter 11, Running the Risk: Examining the risk management practices surround-
ing the ill-fated 2011 Kimberley Ultramarathon, explores the theoretical concepts 
pertaining to risk management within events development, and examines these 
in relation to the staging of the 2011 Kimberley Ultramarathon in Australia.
Through exploring and examining these event failure case studies, in the con-

text of EMBOK domains, we hope that those engaged with events will appreciate 
the value in learning from failure, in order to better enhance practice. 

Tim Brown, Phil Higson, Lindsey Gaston

Who is this book for? 
 � Event professionals who are keen to develop best practice and learn from how 

and why events fail. 
 � Students of event management who are preparing for a career in events or 

related industries. 
 � Local, regional, or national government departments involved in developing 

and managing events. 
 � Trainers, teachers, and lecturers in the field of events management. 
 � Academics and researchers exploring the theoretical underpinning of best and 

poor practice in events, tourism, and hospitality. 
 � Readers interested in the application of theory to their everyday world.
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